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“sphere of influence” and, as the recent “G-8” summit illustrates, treating Russia
as a power out of proportion to its real economic and military capabilities.
The most important question raised by NATO expansion is whether
Russia will find the post-cold war European security structure in its long-term
interest. Mandelbaum recognizes that this is at best a speculation, and he
describes recent Russian behavior hardly reassuring to its neighbors. He seems
compelled nevertheless to exaggerate the extent to which German uni~cation
in NATO was the product of Russian consent, hence legitimate, while expansion
is not.
In fact, the Russians “consented” to German unification in NATO when
they concluded that they could not prevent it without war, not because they
wanted it. Since then, Moscow’s preferred European security architechtre is the
overpopulated ballroom of the Organization on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE), where no one dances without consent, while action is to be
found in bilateral relationships decided ad hoc. Put more simply, the Warsaw
Pact having died, they prefer NATO to retire and perhaps the Americans with
it. This is not (yet) in the cards.
Can Russia, therefore, Iive with NATO, even a NATO that takes in
former Warsaw Pact members? Having lost its empire so abruptly and not yet
gained a stronger Russia in the process, Moscow is already resentful of the
West, But the Russians are realists. Boris Yeltsin seems to have concluded that
opposition to expansion is not worth breaking off with the West. He even
restored the more radical economic reformers to his gove~ent
on the eve
of NATO expansion, reminding everyone that the Russians are perhaps shrewder
in their priorities than their would-be Western defenders, who, after all, do not
have to live in Moscow. But the gamble for the West in expanding NATO is
much less risky than Mandelbaum would have us believe. After expansion
Russia will not be able to resume its imperial career to the west without
encountering NATO some distance east of the German border. But is this a
bad thing for us-or, for that matter, for them?
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To End All Wars: Woodrow Wilson and the Quest for a New World order. By
Thomas Knock. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992. 416 pp. $30.00;
[Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University Press, 19$?51
$16.95,paper.)

Modemity and Power: A Histoy of the Domino 7;5eoy in. the Twentieth Centu y.
By Frank Ninkovich. (Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago Press, 1994.436 pp.
$49.95;$19.95,paper.)

America’s Mission: 7&e United States and the Wo~~d~‘deStmggle j&-Democracy
in the Twentieth Century. By Tony Smith. (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University
Press, 1994.484 pp. $45.00; $16.95,paper.)
What was Woodrow Wilson’s legacy to the practice of American foreign policy
and grand strategy? ~oughout
most of the cold war period, the scholars~p
on this question was divided into fairly straightforward categories. The frst
group, whose viewpoint might be labeled liberal internationalist, saw Wilson
as a ‘“prophet and pivot of the twentieth centuly,“l who guided the United
States out of isolationism towards a role on the world stage which was designed
to transform intemationai politics. These scholars shared Wilson’s belief that
autocracy, closed economies, and the pursuit of realpoli~ had poisoned
international relations and made war more likely. They lamented the failure of
the world f%lly to embrace Wilson’s vision of a world made safe for democracy
through collective security and national selfdetermination.
A second group, known as “realists,”took a diametrically opposed view.
They echoed George Kennan’s harsh criticism of a U.S. foreign policy that had
been “moralistic and legalistic” and had tried to portray the Americans as “more
wise and noble than we really were.“2 For realists, Wilson’s attack on power
politics was wrongheaded. War was far more likely to occur when considerations
of power were ignored. Wilsonian attempts to transform world politics were
bound to fail because of a simple truth: the ~temational system is an anarchic
and ruthless arena where states compete for scarce security and have only
limited incentives to cooperate. It is resistant to change. Even when states do
cooperate, relative gain considerations and concerns about cheating prevent
collective security systems from preventing aggression. So according to this
realist perspective, Wilsonian efforts to promote democracy and national selfdete~ina~on can do little to guarantee stability in ~temationa1 relations.
A third interpretation, most ably articulated by Gordon Levin, suggested
that Wilson’s foreign policy was largely motivated by economic aims. This
provocative view depicts Wilsonianism as a program to advance America’s
interests through the promotion of a liberal capitalist world order.3 But Levin’s
framework never really captured the vacation
of forei~-poii~
specialists,
1 Arthur Link, Wmdtvw Wilson: Rewlucion, War, and Pence @rlington Heights, Ill.: Harlan Davidson,
19791,p. 1.28.
* George Kennan, Ammkan ~~iomacy (Chicago: University of Chiclgo Press, 19%), p. 169.
3 N. Gordon Levin, Jr., Woodmw Wilson and Wo&i FoI&s: Amer&a’s Regxmse to War and Ra/duton
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 19(%3X
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and for most of the postwar period, the debate over Wilson’s legacy has largely
focused on the clash between liberals and realists.
This manichean dispute was so compelling because it reflected fundamental disagreements about the nature of man and the world he inhabits.”
Because of its belief in an essentially good and malleable human nature, the
liberal view held out hope for the evenhtal elimination of war through education
and reform. History had demons~ated that progress was possible. If states and
their civil societies could be recast so that they reflected the will of their citizens,
and if democratic governments could come together to punish lawless states,
then poverty, hatred, and political inequality would disappear and. the major
causes for conflict be eliminated. Realists, on the other hand, preferred to see
man and the worId as they are, not as they should be. Man is not perfectible.
The composition of national governments has little impact on issues of war
and peace. Politics is the clash of opposing interests, in an arena which discounted
moral principles. This is especially true of international politics, where no
sovereign existed to enforce laws. For both realists and liberals alike, Woodrow
Wilson became the modem lighting rod for an age-old debate, a fact that
helps to explain why opinions on his character, politics, and legacy have been
so strongly held and so fiercely debated. After World War II, opinions about
Wilson often mirrored feelings about the origins and course of the cold war.
The argument over Wilsonianism, like arguments over the origins and course
of the cold war, were highly politicized and left little room for compromise.
Why is there now a renewed interest in ~soni~ism
and its impact
on modern world politics? Is there really anything about Wilson and his legacy
that was not already known? Is it possible that the intensity of the debate
between liberals and realists obscured the true meaning of Wilsonianism? This
is certainly the sense one gets when considering the new spate of books. Bach
one challenges some aspect of the conventional unders~n~g
of Wilson and
his impact on American foreign policy, and-with the exception of Knock-each
implicitly or explicitly challenges the validity of the realist-liberal divide in U.S.
foreign policy.
One possible explanation for this reassessment of Wilson may come
from the sense, produced by the sudden end of the cold war and the unexpected
collapse of the Soviet Union, that neither libe~lism nor realism (nor, obviously,
Marxism) were, by themselves, convincing frameworks to explain American
grand strategy in the twentieth century. There is the impression that promoters
of both frameworks were caught off guard by the dramatic events of the late
1980s and early 1990s. Realists certainly expected geopolitical competition but
not a complete collapse of the Soviet Union, and liberals vastly underes~ated
the impact of military factors such as the Reagan buildup in bringing the bipobr
conflict to an end. If liberals and realists were wrong about the cold war, maybe
‘1 Hans Morgenthau,
KnO~f$ l%O),

pp.

3-4.
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they were wrong about Wilson and the impact of his ideas on twentieth-century
American policy.
For many students of American foreign relations, neither realism nor
liberalism alone seems a wholly satisfactory guide to how America should
engage an increasingly complex world during the twenty-fmt century. Perhaps
some hybrid of the two, or even a radical departure from both realism and
liberaksm, are necessary to make sense of America’s role in the world. This
cannot be done without coming to terms with Wilson and his legacy. As
Ninkovich argues, “our intuitive sense of Wilson’s centrality to the story of
twentieth-century American internationalism is correct.“i
This might explain why, for the most part, these new
works replace the stark duality with a far more complex and
H liberals and
nuanced portrait of Wilson the man and W~so~anism the
ideology. Gone are the simple caricatures of a president driven realists were
to simple-minded messianism by his Presbyterian faith. Instead, wrong about
Wilson is portrayed at different times as a sophisticated observer the cold war,
of international relations, a keen balancer of military means and
maybe they
political ends, a geopolitician grappling with the seemingly
insoluble dilemmas of a chaotic, modemizing world. Woodrow, were wrong
we hardly knew you!
about Wilson.
Even Wilson’s harshest critics have changed their tune.
In the past few years, realists such as Henry Kissinger and George Kennan
have dramatically revised their portraits of Wilson and his legacy. In his book,
~~~~c~,
Kissinger is now full of praise where he once threw scorn. Wilson’s
“was an astonishing achievement,” his appearance a “watershed.” His foreign
policy legacy has survived while “history has bypassed the reservations of his
contemporaries.“6 Kennan’s conversion seems even more astounding:
I now view Wilson . . . as a man who like so many other people of broad vision and
acute sensitivities, was ahead of his time, and did not live long enough to know what
great and commanding relevance many of his ideas would acquire before this century
was out. In this sense, I have to correct or modify, at this stage of my own life, many
of the impressions I had about him at an earlier stage.’

Have Wilson and his Iegacy been misunderstood until now? Do we
need to redefine what we mean when we use the term “Wilsonian”? The
historiography on Wilson is enormous, and in a brief review, there is no way
to answer these questions or do ml1 justice to the complexity and originality
of these new works, especially America’s hksion and Modernityand Pow
Smith has done an immense amount of research to fill an enormous gap in the
literature of ~entie~-cent
U.S. foreign relations-des~b~g
the history of
5 Frank Nikovich, Modernity and History: A Histan, of the Domino lheoty in the Tuentieth Centmy
(Chicago: LJniversity of Chicago Press, 1994).
6 Henry ICissingeI: Diplomacy (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1994).
? See Tony Smith, Amerka:~ M&ioiz~ 7he United Stak and the Work&&deStqgiefor Dazma<v
Tucvt@tb Cmtufy (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1994). pp. 379-80, fn. 50.
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America’s promotion of democracy worldwide-and
has produced a book
which will be discussed and debated for some time. And Niovich’s thesis-that
Wilson presciently merged concerns about power, civilization, and world opinion
to create a unique and powerful response to the dark forces of modernity-is
perhaps the most provocative and original new interpretation of American
foreign policy to emerge in years.
Instead, let us explore the claim of strong ideological links between
Wilson’s world view and that of the policymakers who followed him, especially
during the cold war. More importantly, let us investigate some of the challenges
that these new interpretations of Wiisonianism present to the much maligned
doctrine of realism. Some of the challenges, like Knock’s, are direct, and fall
under the traditional differences between liberals and realists. But others offer
something more challenging if indiieck a view that Wilson and his legacy were
something different than what we have previously understood. In short, it is
proposed that Wilson and the principles associated with his name are not the
opposites of traditional realism, nor are they the product of simple idealism.
What is suggested is that Wilsonianism, as a framework to guide American
foreign policy and grand strategy, actually defines and protects U.S. national
interest far more effectively than traditional realism, and amounts therefore to
a son of “meta-realism.”
These are important arguments. Far more is at stake than Wilson’s
standing among diplomatic historians. How we understand Wiisonianism impacts
not just our understanding of the Versailles, the treaty tight, and American policy
during the inter-waryears, but, as these new works emphasize, our view of the
whole course of twentieth-century American foreign policy, including the origins,
course, and end of the cold war, Furthermore, students of international politics
cannot escape the prescriptive elements of their scholarship. If we praise
Wilsonianism and condemn realism, we are asking policymakers to reject one
type of foreign policy and embrace another. Hence, it is all the more impo~nt
we understand the true nature of Wiisonianism, its impact, and its value as a
framework to guide future policy.

Wilsonianism as Meta-rdisml
Realism dictates that a government’s first responsibility is to use whatever
tools are necessary, includingdiplomacy, the threat of force, and even war itself
to advance the national interest. The realist defines national interest as the
search for security and survival in a dangerous and uncertain world. But is it
possible that factional realists define the national interest too narrowly? The
new interpretation of WiIsonianism suggests that the greatest challenge to
American security in this century may not have been how to respond to shifts
in the global balance of power, but rather to the revolutionary political, economic,
and social changes unleashed by modernity. Radical political responses to
nationalism, mass politics, and ind~~st~ali~tion created unstable and aggressive
states which threatened to con~minate the ~temational system and make the
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world dangerous for U.S. values and interests. These contaminants had to be
quarantined or destroyed if the American way of life was to survive.
What if Wilson promoted democracy, selfdetermination, and the League
of Nations, not out of ideological conviction, but out of a calculation that such
a policy was really in America’s long-term national interest? Perhaps Wilson
was not inspired by messianic idealism, but a fear that a disordered world,
absent massive U.S. Stevenson,
would eventually become a geopolitical
nightmare that America would be unprepared to meet, save by resorting to
means (a garrison state) that would subvert core American values. Wilson, these
works suggest, was the first modern statesman to understand that new means
and new methods had to be used to secure the increasingly hard-to-define
national interest.
Of the works reviewed, only Thomas Knock retains the pure liberal
and realist distinction, and in fact sharpens it, by pointing out that Wilson’s
“progressive internationalism” had strong idealistic roots and was significantly
different than other versions of internationalism current in Wilson’s time. Knock’s
book is an excellent chronicle of the intellectual roots of the League of Nations.
The idea for the League came well before the Versailles conference, and its
brief popularity within the United States was made possible by Wilson’s embrace
of a dynamic political coalition of the American left and liberal left during the
1916 elections. Knock convincingly demonstrates the intersection of domestic
and international concerns which drove the coalition and informed both Wilson’s
reform legislation of 1916 and his New Diplomacy in 1917.
Knock does tittle to hide his sympathy for the progressive internationalist
belief that the war had been caused by European imperialism, militarism, and
balance of power politics. He criticizes Wilson for moving his European diplomacy
away from its progressive internationalist roots as the war went on. This shift,
combined with Wilson’s wartime suppression of civil liberties, alienated much
of the coalition of socialists and liberals by the time of the Senate Treaty fight.
For Knock, the defeat of Wilson’s idea of a League of Nations with strong U.S.
participation was defeated long before the president returned from Versailles.
How does Knock assess Wilson’s legacy? Again, he finds himself alone
among the authors reviewed. Wilson’s vision essentially died with him, at least
among poli~akers.
Knock sees little ~ont~ui~ between Wilson’s ~temationalism and the hardheaded globalism embraced by cold-warriors such as Dean
Acheson and John Foster Dulles. “If Wilson was the father of internationalism,
then his children-those
who fashioned Cold War globaZi.sm,as distinct from
internationalism-were
in the main, illegitimate.“*
David Esposito, by contrast, conflates elements of idealism with a higher
brand of realism in his depiction of W~sonia~sm. “Where there are ideals, there
is, of course, self-interest.“” Furthermore, Ihe Legacy of Woodmw Wilson:
s Thomas J. Knock, To End AM Wats, Wooamw W&on and the Qt.&t& a New WorM order (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1992), p. 272.
9 David M. Espsitio. Amtlican War Aims in World Wa~r~~~est~~, Conn.: Pfaeger, I9%), p. 4.
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American War Aims in WorEd War f contends that Wilson had a coherent
grand strategy which tailored America’s military effort to its war aims. Of course,
this has not been the standard view. It has often been argued that if the United
States were actually fighting a war to defend its neutral rights, then it should
have relied on naval strength and material aid to the French and British armies
rather than on the building of a large American army for use on the Western
Front. Esposito contends that neutral rights was just a pretext Wilson used to
intervene massively in the war to prevent a German victory, an outcome which
would have grievously harmed U.S. national security. Invoking something
Esposito calls a “preemptive national defense,” Wilson viewed Imperial Germany
as a lawless state bent on hegemony, hence geopolitica1 danger, not messianic
idealism, motivated his projection of enormous American power to Europe.
Tony Smiths America’s Mtiion: The United St&es and the Wor~d~~~e
Strug@efor Democracy in the Twentieth Centuy has a twofold purpose: first,
to recount the history of American efforts to promote democracy worldwide
during this century, and secondly, to assess how those policies have contributed
to “the surge in the number, the strength, and prestige of liberal democratic
governments worldwide at the end of the twentieth cen~~.“la Smith contends
that American efforts to spread democracy have been inspired by more than
idealism. In fact, the rise of stable democratic nations around the globe was
(and is) clearly in America’s best national interest. And Smith unapologetically
extols an American policy which, though at times self-centered and poorly
thought out, played an enormous role in bolstering the type of peace-loving
democracies whose stability and social harmony make for a much safer world.
For Smith, the promotion of Wiisonian values may have been the most
effective element of America’s national security policy during the cold war.
Smith argues that Wilson understood the potential dangers unleashed by the
tremendous forces of modernism, particularly mass politics driven by nationalism
and class conflict. If these forces were not contained and channeled into stable
liberal democracies they could create unstable, aggressive states that would
poison the international system. It was by no means inevitable that modernity
would usher in a liberal democratic order with some sort of intractable Hegelian
process. Liberal democracy had strong competitors in the battle: fascism and
con~lu~ism, Americans could not just stand back and hope that the hand of
history produced pluralistic governments modeled after their own. They had
to take an activist approach, supporting and protecting democracies where they
took root and battling against the alternative political philosophies offered up
by modernity. In this vein, Smith argues that America’s most impressive foreign
policy triumph this century may have been dem~ra~~ng the two most warlike
societies in modem history, Germany and Japan. A century from now, this may
seem a more impressive achievement than defeating the Soviet Union in an
overly militarized, bipolar conflict.
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Mary Hampton, in %e Wilsonian Impulse: U.S. Foreign Policy, the
AEli;ance,and German ~~z~~a~~o~,contends that the realist explzanation for
American policy in Europe during the cold war is inadequate. Hampton is one
of a growing number of political scientists who are interested in the impact
that ideas have on foreign policy making. Previously, this new approach has
focused on international institutions, and in particular, the impact of Keynesian
thought on what is often called the Bretton Woods economic order. Hampton
uses this framework to study American political and military policy towards
Germany during the postwar period. Hampton claims that a cluster of ideas,
which she tags “the Wilsonian impulse,” moved postwar policymakers to
abandon power politics in Europe and seek a transatlantic system
based on a community of Western nations. Because of a set of The Wtisoniarr
historical lessons which Hampton dubs the “Versailles remedial,”
impulse
U.S. policymakers decided to avoid a harsh treatment of Gemlany
and instead include a democratic Federal Republic within the prompted
alliance as an equal. Hampton claims that this policy was postwar
validated by the peaceful reunification of Germany in 1990,an
policymakers
outcome she does not believe would have been possible if
to abandon
purely realist policies had been pursued during the cold war.
Ninkovich’s Wilson is not the optimistic idealist one power
politics_
usually encounters, but a dark, pessimistic geopolitician. Mod-

ernity and Power A H&toy of the Domino Theory in the Twntieth

Century

argues that Wilson ‘was no slave to the idealistic world view with which he
has been so closely identified.” Instead, Wilson was the fmt American statesmen
to articulate a strategy to confront the terrifying dilemmas of modernity which
confronted the international system. Realism may have been the appropriate
response for pre-industrial monarchies focused on dynastic struggles, but in an
age when war was so destructive that it was no longer a rational tool of politics,
balance of power politics would no longer do.
Ninkovich argues that the world Wilson found was not self~quilibrating,
but was instead best understood by the metaphor of the domino theory. This
metaphor described a tightly linked, interdependent world where even the
smallest conflagration could spark “open-ended and uncontrollable” escalation.
It did not matter how the dominoes were aligned or whether the fust to fall
was in the center or at the periphery. Once the chain reaction began, it could
not stop itself, and ultimately the last domino, the United States, would fall as
well.
For Ninkovich, Wilson was the fmt American statesman to recognize
that to ensure the safety and security of the United States itself, the whole
dynamic of the domino process had to be stopped. Since optional forms of
power could not be opposed to power without “bringing down upon the world
the most frightful consequences”, l1Wilson had to rely on new tools, in particular,
that of world opinion. l2 This dependence on world opinion helps to explain
11Ninkovich,

Modernity and Porn,
I2 Ibid., p. xiii.

p. xiv.
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the almost obsessive concern that post-Wilsonian leaders showed for the
credib~i~ of American consent,
an obsession which makes little sense to
Ninkovich in a purely realist paradigm, Concerns about credibility and world
opinion were responsible for the cold war policy of “symbolic interventionism”
in such otherwise marginal areas as Korea, Vietnam, and even Berlin.
Collectively, these new works suggest that Wilson influenced his presidential successors far more than has been previously acknowledged. Furthermore, they offer a vision of Wilsonianism that would seem to incorporate and
protect the long-term national interest more effectively than realism. Equally
important, Wilsonianism as depicted by these authors would appear to address
the dilemmas and limits of power in the modem world in a way realism does
not. But are their claims justified?

Realism, Democracy, and the Dilemmas of Power
The fu-stthing to point out is that it is dif&ult to argue on any grounds
that Wilson’s policies were a success in his own time. The criticisms of Wilson’s
attempts at neutrality, his wartime strategy, and his bungling at Versailles are
well known and need not be repeated here. l3 It need only be pointed out that
three great democracies, led by Wilson’s America, dictated the most unstable
great power peace in history, in large part because they failed to come to terms
with the importance of power in international relations. The heart of the Versailles
system was destroyed by l$L!J, irreparably damaged by France’s inability-in
the absence of American and British support-to compel Germany to abide
by the terms of the treaty. l4 Wilson’s grand strategy, assuming he had one as
the term is normally understood, was an abject failure.” A policy which
recognized the importance of “keeping Germany down and America in,” and
which addressed the economic needs of post-World War I Europe, would
have produced a far more stable order.
But the more interesting claims raised by these books have to do with
Wilson’s legacy, which they all judge to be highly beneficent. The first claim
involves the connection between the global spread of democracy and American
self-interest. That the promotion of democracy is a wise and noble undel~ak~g
would seem self-evident. Americans are proud of their values and ~stihltions
and sense that the whole world would benefit if American-style democracy and
liberal capitalism were embraced by other nations. But there are many times
when the promotion of democracy will clash with America’s self-interest. Would
13 See. most recently, the chapter on ~~iis~n~~i~rn in Waker A. M~~~I~~~, PKIYFZ&~~
Land, ~~~s~~~
State. The Anzerican Encounter with the World Since 1776 (Boston: Houghton Miiin. 1997).
Ii Stephen A. Schuker, ‘%? End qfI+ench P?vdominance in Eumpe: The Financial c’risis~$1924 and the
Adoption ofthe Dawes Plan (Chapel Hill, N.C.: Universiv of No& Carolina Press, 1976.
15 For an excellent critique of Wilson’s grand strategy and wartime foreign policy. see Lloyd E. Amhrosius.
Del.:
Scholarly Resources. Inc.. 1991).

!Vilsonian Statecraft i%eory and Practice of L&ml Iritenzationalisn during World War I (Wilmington,
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U.S. national interest be served by democratization in Saudi Arabia? Few in an
otherwise “W~oni~” State Depa~~nt would admit it, but the answer is no.
What about America’s policy towards Tito’s Yugoslavia after his break with
Stalin? Tito headed a brutal communist police-state which violated basic human
rights and viciously attacked the Catholic Church. Exiled Yugoslav democrats
were shunned by the American government and prevented from using the
Voice of America and other ~s~rn~n~
of antico~u~st
propaganda. But
Yugoslavia was a geopolitically important “enemy of our enemy.” Buttressing
Tito, though in many regards distasteful, was understood to be far more important
than promoting a democratization process which would destabilize and weaken
a nominal ally and shift the balance of power in Europe against the United
States.
For Smith, there was no greater success story in ~entie~-~n~~
American foreign policy than the democratization of postwarJapan and Germany.
But was it democratization which secured America’s national interest in these
countries? Imagine, for instance, a postwar democratic Japan shorn of the
American military presence and security arrangement. The likely result would
have been far greater ~s~b~i~ in East Asia and no guarantee at all that Japan
would ally with the West. So what if America had to choose between an
autocratic Japan firmly allied to the West, or a democratic but neutral Japan?
Realism, with its concerns about the balance of power, would dictate the former,
and from a policy perspective, that would have been the correct choice. This
question may take on greater importance in years to come as America reassesses
its military posture in East Asia.
The same question applies to Germany after the war. Was it more
important from the point of view of US. national interest that West Germany
became democratic or that it be fdy
attached to NATO? In the elections of
1949, Social Democrat Kurt Schumaker nearly won the chancellorship with his
party running on a pianos calling for German neutrality. Such a neutral or
“nationalistic” West Germany might have pursued a strategy similar to that of
the Weimar Republic and played the Western alliance off the Soviet Union in
order to achieve unification without tangible political or military restraints. Such
an outcome, which was certainly possible in a democratic West Germany,
would have struck at fundamental American interests no less than the “democratization” of Iran following the fall of the Shah devastated American strategy
in the Gulf. Clearly, there may be times when the promotion of democracy
and the national interest will clash, a fact fully understood by realists.
In fact, despite the claims of Hampton, Smith, and even Ninkovich, it
could be argued that American policy towards Germany during the postwar
period is one of realism’s greatest success stories. After the Second World War,
the United States faced enormous political, economic, and military difhculties
in Europe: a powerful Soviet Union seemingly determined to dominate the
whole continent, a divided and resentful Germany that was sure to be a source
of danger in years to come, a weakened Western Europe, lacking the confidence
and strength necessary to stabilize Europe, and an American populace unwilling
to make a large military content
in Europe. But in the two decades following
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the war, the United States struggled to come to terms with the seemingly
insoluble problem of rebu~d~g and defending Western Europe while keeping
Germany in line and not provoking the Soviets. This involved confronting the
seemingly intractable dilemma of marshaling German power for the Western
alliance without allowing such power to be used independently. This problem
was made aIf the more dii%cuItby the fundamental changes to the international
system produced by the nuclear revolution. This struggle had little to do with
Wisonian concerns about world opinion or democratization or even the spread
of American values. It had to do rather with the distribution of military power
in Central Europe.
The post-1945 story, as told by the realists, had many successes, especially
the 1954 accords which set up a NATO system that could “keep the Russians
out, the Americans in, and the Germans down.” By 1963, more than fiieen
years of effort had resulted in the outlines of a stable peace settlement in
Europe. The Soviets accepted the status quo in Central Europe and especially
West Berlin in exchange for America’s guarantee that Germany would remain
non-nuclear. West Germany was anchored in the Western alliance, unable to
act ~dependen~y~ but ~a~1
for American military protection.
This settlement established a staMe balance of power in Central Europe
which removed much of the threat of war. There were certainly mistakes along
the way-Eisenhower’s
tacit policy of nuclear sharing with the allies, including
West Germany, comes to mind-but the whole process was driven by calculations of military and political power by sober-minded American statesmen.
The stahts quo became stabIe because each side recognized the other’s interests
and because the Western alliance and Soviet bloc balanced each other militarily.
That is exactly how balance of power politics is supposed to work. ‘This is not
to deny the importance of ideas on policy making or the cultural roots for
definitions of national interest. But in a dangerous world, where the only
universal Ianguage is power, what might be called the discipl~e of responsib~i~
prevents, or should prevent, policymakers from taking risks in the name of
ideology.
What about the further claim that traditional realists do not understand
the limits of power in the modem world? This is a theme in all of the works
reviewed but it is most effectively argued in ~o~~i~
and Power. In Ninkovich’s
words, technology had become so devastating that the real issue became “how
to employ that power without starting a major war.” Hence, new means of
statecraft had to be invented and the cold war is best understood as “the
ongoing attempt to work out neo-Wilsonian solutions to a nightmarish set of
problems first defined by Wilson.“‘” For Ninkovich, the first great challenge
came in Korea, thanks to which, the Truman a~~is~tion
was forced to confront head-on a central issue of the cold war
the centrality of
Henceforth, the kind of geographic
symbolism and its effect on world opinion
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ranking of American priorities that KeMaII had in mind . . was impossihie to enforce
because problems of perception, will, and world opinion could not be geo~~phi~ll~
localized.”

In order to bolster world opinion, maintain Western morale, and
strengthen the credibility elsewhere, aggression had to be met. But aggression
had to be met without launching World War III. Hence the origins of “symbolic
~te~entionism.~’
But were traditional realist concerns really absent in policy making over
Korea? In the critical period of 1950 through 1953,U.S. policy in Korea and
throughout the world was acutely responsive to changes in the military balance.
The decision not to escalate the war during the winter of 1950-51 was driven
largely by a sense of Western weakness vis-s-vis the Soviets. Self-restraint was
also driven by the kind of “geographic ranking of American priorities” which
Ninkovich claims were no longer operative. It was the wrong war, against the
wrong enemy, at the wrong time not because war had become unthinkable,
but because NATO was not yet prepared to fight a global war against the real
enemy, Russia. By 1953, the situation had changed dramatically. As a result of
the NSC-68 inspired buildup, the United States ~atica~y
increased its military
capabilities, acquired nuclear superiority, and began to rearm Western Europe.
This change in the military environment shaped U.S. political decisions. By late
1952 and early 1953, American policymakers were far more willing to escalate
in Korea, even if that meant the use of atomic weapons, and to risk global war
with the Soviets. That threat of escalation was precisely what helped to bring
the war to an end. Nor was such boldness limited to Korea. US. policy in
Gemiany, Indochina, and Iran were all far more assertive by late 1952 and
1953 because of the favorable shift in the balance of power between the United
States and the Soviet Union.18
It should be emphasized that during this time period total war was not
in fact ruled out, as would have been the case were ~‘Wilso~anism” driving
policy. No responsible American policymaker wanted a global war. But if the
Soviets were bent on world domination, or at least on expelling U.S. power
from Asia and Europe, then war was inevitable, and the United States needed
a military posture sufficient to prevail and ensure its survival as a functioning
society. Indeed, if Russia should prove ~co~~bly aggressive, then putting off
a showdown with it might be dangerous.‘” The military policy of the United
States during the 1950s and early 1960s was simply not driven by symbolism
or world opinion, but by cold calculations of Soviet intentions and capabilities,
Evidence even exists that strategic nuclear preemption was not completely ruled
out until late 1963.20
I7Ibid.,

p. 191.

18 For a far more detailed
making,

see Marc Trachtenherg,
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‘9 Ibid., p. 147.
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This issue bears on Ninkovich’s “obsession with credibility” which he
claims made no sense under a traditional realist perspective, Why make
commitments to Korea, Vietnam, and Berlin when their loss would have so
little impact on the balance of power? According to Ninkovich, this “symbolic
interventionism” in peripheral areas was necessary to bolster the Wilsonian
solution of world opinion and avoid the dreadful day when America was forced
to chose between global war and capi~lation. ~~n~g
American decisions
in Korea, Ninkovich claims that “with traditional balancing systems no longer
available” to check expansion, failure to act “would have thrown open to doubt
the American commitment to the Wilsonian world view-the
credo in credibility-with the result . . . that it would have been necessary to reexamine
totally cold-war policy.” These commitments on the periphery were meant ro
arrest the domino process before it threatened more ~po~nt American interests
elsewhere, particularly in Central Europe.
Ninkovich is correct to point out that the destructive power of modern
weaponry complicated postwar international politics. But did this new military
environment force American policymakers to replace traditional realism with
W~~nian~rn during the cold war? In fact, the heightened dangers of the nuclear
age made a realistic understanding of new threats, capabilities, and intentions
more important than ever before. Policymakers and strategists alike understood
that the thermonuclear revolution made total war an absurdity. But they also
recognized that the best way to prevent a global war was to be prepared to
use nuclear weapons if absolutely necessary. The problem of deterring the
unpliably
could not be separated from the problem of how best to use
nuclear weapons in case the unthinkable occurred. Eisenhower, for example,
instinctively understood the “dilemmas of deterrence” when he contended that
America had to be ready to “push its whole stack of chips into the pot” during
the Berlin Crisis if the Soviets were bent on humiliating the United States.
Eise~ower-who
realized that no one could “win” a nuclear war-recognized
that demonstrating resolve was a key element of power politics.
The issue of resolve and credibility have always been important to
realists. In many ways, the nuclear age made the balance of resolve as important,
if not more important, than the balance of objective military factors. Strategists
like Bernard Brodie, Albert Wohlstetter, and especially Thomas SchelIing demonstrated how the “art of content”
and strategies which manipulated risk
altered how policymakers thought about the balance of power and made
decisions about war and peace. Crises could become competitions in risk taking,
a model that could go far to explain the Berlin crisis. The key point here is
that policymakers ’ “obsession with credibility” can be explained without embracing a Wilsonian framework. Nor is a Wilsonian framework necessary to
explain the interdependence of American commitments during the cold war.
As Schetling explained,
we tell the Soviets that we have to react here, because, if we did not, they would not

The reason we got committed to the
believe us when we say we will react there .
defense of Berlin, and stayed committed, is that if we iet the Soviets scare US out of
Berlin we would lose face with the Soviets themselves . . It would be bad enough
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to have Europeans, Latin Americans, or Asians think that we are immoral or cowardly.
It woulcl be far worse to lose our repL~~t~ons with =the Soviets . Our ffeterrence rests
on Soviet expectatiom2’

Conclusion
These criticisms should not detract from the fact that these works are
important contributions to our understanding of the legacy of one of the most
perplexing and complicated presidents of the twentieth century. All of the works
are compelling and worth reading. Smith and Ninkovich especially, should be
on the sheIf of any serious scholar of U.S. foreign relations. But reports of the
demise of realism have been exaggerated of late, and ~soni~sm,
however
defined, cannot define the national interest or serve as a blueprint for policy
more effectively than realism. The dramatic changes of the modern world have
not eliminated the need to worry about the balance of power. The awful
destructiveness of modem weaponry has not divorced the use of force from
international politics. In fact, these changes make cold, calculated, “realistic”
asse,ssments of ~teI~ationa1 relations all the more necessary. Peace and stability
are more likely when considerations of power are taken into account in policy
making. When ideology or morality drove American f&e&n policy during the
twentieth century, the result was often failure. Realism is the most prudent
policy for the modern world because on the big issues, as Ninkovich quotes
Dean Acheson saying, “we can be wrong only once.“22 As for Wilson himself,
perhaps hi best epitaph flowed from the pen of the frrst modem realist,
Machiavelli: “Men always commit the error of not knowing where to limit their
hopes, and by trusting to these rather than to a just measure of their resources,
they are generally ruined.“23 This hard-learned tesson may have been Wilson’s
most lasting legacy.

21Thomas Schehg, Am atifnfluencts
(New Haven, Corm: Yale LJniversity Ress, 196(i), pp. 55-56.
22 Ibid., p. II?.
23 ~~a~~ievelli. I)iscom~ (2, 23, quoted in Smith, Americ& Mission, p, 345.
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